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Abstract
This note evaluates several hardware platforms and operating systems using a
set of benchmarks that test memory bandwidth and various operating system features such as kernel entry/exit and file systems. The overall conclusion is that
operating system performance does not seem to be improving at the same rate as
the base speed of the underlying hardware.
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1. Introduction
This technical note contains results from several benchmark programs that I ran recently on
machines at DEC’s Western Research Laboratory and at the University of California at
Berkeley. The benchmarks are mostly ‘‘micro-benchmarks’’, meaning that each one measures a
particular hardware or operating system feature (such as memory-to-memory copy speed or kernel entry-exit). Micro-benchmarks like these can identify particular strengths and weaknesses of
systems, but they may not give a good indication of overall system performance. The
benchmarks also include one ‘‘macro-benchmark’’, which exercises a variety of file system features and gives a better idea of overall operating system speed.
My goal in running the benchmarks was partly to compare different hardware platforms and
operating systems, but mostly to understand whether or not operating system performance will
scale with the base performance of hardware platforms. The answer for today’s RISC workstations and RISC mainframes (including machines from DEC, Sun, and MIPS Computer) seems to
be ‘‘no’’: when comparing slower older machines to newer RISC machines, the speedup in most
of the benchmarks is much less than the difference in raw hardware speed.
The benchmarks suggest at least two possible factors that contribute to non-scalability of
operating systems. The first is memory bandwidth, which has not scaled to match processor
speed in faster machines. The second factor is file systems, some of which require synchronous
disk I/Os in common situations. The synchronous I/O requirements limit the performance of
operating systems when processors get faster but disks don’t.

2. Hardware
I used five hardware platforms for the benchmarks, which are listed in Table 1. Table 1 also
includes an abbreviation for each platform, which is used in the rest of this note, an approximate
MIPS rating, and an indication of whether the machine is based on a RISC processor or a CISC
processor. The MIPS ratings are my own estimates, and are intended to give a rough idea of the
base integer performance provided by each platform. The main use of the MIPS ratings is to
establish an expectation level for benchmarks. For example, if operating system performance
scales with base system performance, then a DS3100 should run the various benchmarks about
1.5 times as fast as a Sun4 and about seven times as fast as a Sun3.
Hardware

Abbreviation

RISC/CISC

MIPS

M2000

RISC

20

DS3100

RISC

13

Sun-4/280

Sun4

RISC

9

VAX 8800

8800

CISC

6

Sun-3/75

Sun3

CISC

1.8

MVAX2

CISC

0.9

MIPS M2000
DECstation 3100

Microvax II

Table 1: Hardware Platforms
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All of the machines were generously endowed with memory. As far as I know, no significant
paging occurred in any of the benchmarks. In the file-related benchmarks, the relevant files all
fit in the main-memory buffer caches maintained by the operating systems.

3. Operating Systems
I used four operating systems for the benchmarks: Ultrix, SunOS, RISC/os, and Sprite. Ultrix
and SunOS are the DEC and Sun derivatives of Berkeley’s 4.2 BSD UNIX, and are similar in
many respects. RISC/os is MIPS Computer Systems’ operating system for the M2000 machine.
It appears to be a derivative of System V with some BSD features added. Sprite is an experimental operating system developed by my research group at U.C. Berkeley [3]; although it
provides the same user interface as BSD UNIX, the kernel implementation is completely different. In particular, Sprite’s file system is radically different from that of Ultrix and SunOS,
both in the ways it handles the network and in the ways it handles disks. Some of the differences
will be seen in the benchmark results.
The version of SunOS used for Sun4 measurements was 4.0, whereas version 3.5 was used for
Sun3 measurements. SunOS 4.0 incorporates a major restructuring of the virtual memory system
and file system; for example, it maps files into the virtual address space rather than keeping them
in a separate buffer cache. This difference will also be reflected in some of the benchmark
results.

4. Kernel Entry-Exit
The first benchmark measures the cost of entering and leaving the operating system kernel. It
does this by repeatedly invoking the getpid kernel call. Getpid does nothing but return the
caller’s process identifier. Table 2 shows the average time for this call on different platforms
and operating systems.
Configuration

Time
(microseconds)

MIPS-Relative
Speed

M2000 RISC/os 4.0

18

0.54

DS3100 Sprite

26

0.49

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1

25

0.60

8800 Ultrix 3.0

28

1.15

Sun4 SunOS 4.0

32

0.68

Sun4 Sprite

32

0.58

Sun3 Sprite

92

1.0

Sun3 SunOS 3.5

108

1.0

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0

207

0.9

Table 2: Getpid kernel call time
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The third column in the table is labeled ‘‘MIPS-Relative Speed’’. This column indicates how
well the machine performed on the benchmark, relative to its MIPS-rating in Table 1 and to the
Sun3 times in Table 2. Each entry in the third column was computed by taking the ratio of the
Sun3 time to the particular machine’s time, and dividing that by the ratio of the machine’s MIP
rating to the Sun3’s MIP rating. For the UNIX-derivative operating systems (Ultrix, SunOS, and
RISC/os) I used the Sun3 SunOS time; for Sprite I used the Sun3 Sprite time. For example, the
MIPS-relative speed for the M2000 is (108/18)/(20/1.8) = 0.54. A MIPS-relative speed of 1.0
means that the given machine ran the benchmark at just the speed that would be expected based
on the Sun3 times and the MIPS ratings from Table 1. A MIPS-relative speed less than one
means that the machine ran this benchmark more slowly than would be expected from its MIPS
rating, and a figure larger than 1 means the machine performed better than might be expected.
For the RISC machines, the MIPS-relative speeds in Table 2 are only about .5-.7. This indicates that the cost for entering and exiting the kernel has not improved as much in the RISC
machines as their basic computation speed.

5. Context Switching
The second benchmark is called cswitch. It measures the cost of context switching, plus the
time for processing small pipe reads and writes. The benchmark operates by forking a child
process and then passing one byte back and forth between parent and child using pipes. Table 3
lists the time for each round-trip between the processes, which includes two context switches and
one read and one write kernel call in each process. As with the getpid benchmark, MIPSrelative speeds were computed by scaling from the Sun3 times and the MIPS ratings in Table 1.
Once again, the RISC machines didn’t perform as well as might be expected, except for the
DS3100/Ultrix combination.
Configuration

Time
(ms)

MIPS-Relative
Speed

M2000 RISC/os 4.0

0.30

0.71

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1

0.34

0.96

DS3100 Sprite

0.51

0.65

8800 Ultrix 3.0

0.70

1.0

Sun4 SunOS 4.0

1.02

0.47

Sun4 Sprite

1.17

0.41

Sun3 SunOS 3.5

2.36

1.0

Sun3 Sprite

2.41

1.0

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0

3.66

1.3

Table 3: Cswitch: echo one byte between processes using pipes.
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6. Select
The third benchmark exercises the select kernel call. It creates a number of pipes, places data
in some of those pipes, and then repeatedly calls select to determine how many of the pipes are
readable. A zero timeout is used in each select call so that the kernel call never waits. Table 4
shows how long each select call took, in microseconds, for three configurations. The first configuration used a single pipe that contained no data. The second configuration used 10 pipes, all
empty, and the third configuration used 10 pipes all containing data. The last column is MIPSrelative speed again, computed using the ‘‘10 full’’ data. The performance of this benchmark
was generally in line with the machines’ MIPS ratings.
The M2000 numbers in Table 4 were surprisingly high for pipes that were empty, but quite
low as long as at least one of the pipes contain data. I suspect that RISC/os’s emulation of the
select kernel call is faulty and is causing the process to wait for 10 ms even if the calling
program requested immediate timeout.
Configuration
M2000 RISC/os 4.0

1 pipe
(microseconds)

10 empty
(microseconds)

10 full
(microseconds)

MIPS-Relative
Speed

10000

10000

108

0.84

DS3100 Sprite

76

240

226

1.04

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1

81

153

151

0.93

Sun4 SunOS 4.0

104

240

216

0.93

8800 Ultrix 3.0

120

265

310

.98

Sun4 Sprite

126

396

356

0.96

Sun3 Sprite

413

1840

1700

1.00

Sun3 SunOS 3.5

448

1190

1012

1.00

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0

740

1610

1820

1.11

Table 4: Time for select kernel call.

7. Block Copy
The fourth benchmark uses the bcopy procedure to transfer large blocks of data from one area
of memory to another. It doesn’t exercise the operating system at all, but different operating
systems differ for the same hardware because their libraries contain different bcopy procedures.
The main differences, however, are due to the cache organizations and memory bandwidths of
the different machines.
The results are given in Table 5. For each configuration I ran the benchmark with two different block sizes. In the first case, I used blocks large enough (and aligned properly) to use
bcopy in the most efficient way possible, but small enough so that both the source and destination block would fit in the cache (if any). In the second case I increased the transfer size to be
larger than the cache size, so that cache misses would occur continuously. In each case several
transfers were made between the same source and destination, and the average bandwidth of
copying is shown in Table 5.
4
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Configuration

Cached
(Mbytes/second)

Uncached
(Mbytes/second)

Bytes/instruction

M2000 RISC/os 4.0

39

20

1.0

8800 Ultrix 3.0

22

16

2.7

Sun4 Sprite

11.1

5.0

0.55

DS3100 Sprite

10.2

5.4

0.43

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1

10.2

5.1

0.39

Sun4 SunOS 4.0

8.2

4.7

0.52

Sun3 Sprite

5.6

5.5

3.1

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0

3.5

3.3

3.7

Table 5: Throughput of bcopy procedure for large blocks.
The last column in Table 5 is a relative figure showing how well each configuration can move
large uncached blocks of memory relative to how fast it executes normal instructions. I computed this figure by taking the number from the second column (‘‘Uncached’’) and dividing it by
the MIPS rating from Table 1. Thus, for the 8800 the value is (16/6) = 2.7. The most interesting
thing to notice is that the CISC machines (8800, Sun3, and MVAX2) have normalized ratings of
2.5-4, whereas the RISC machines have ratings of 0.4-1.0. For the DEC and Sun RISC workstations, faster processors do not appear to have been accompanied by any increase in memory
bandwidth. Thus, memory-intensive applications are not likely to scale on these machines. In
fact, the relative performance of memory copying drops almost monotonically with faster
processors, both for RISC and CISC machines.

8. Read from File Cache
This benchmark consists of a program that opens a large file and reads the file repeatedly in
16-kbyte blocks. For each configuration I chose a file size that would fit in the main-memory
file cache. Thus the benchmark measures the cost of entering the kernel and copying data from
the kernel’s file cache back to a buffer in the benchmark’s address space. The file was large
enough that the data to be copied in each kernel call was not resident in any hardware cache.
However, the same buffer was re-used to receive the data from each call; in machines with
caches, the receiving buffer was likely to stay in the cache. Table 6 lists the overall bandwidth
of data transfer, averaged across a large number of kernel calls.
The numbers in Table 6 reflect fairly closely the memory bandwidths from Table 5. The only
noticeable difference is that the Sun4 does relatively better in this benchmark due to its writeback cache. Since the receiving buffer always stays in the cache, its contents get overwritten
without ever being flushed to memory. For the DS3100, in contrast, the write-through cache
causes information in the buffer to be flushed immediately to memory.
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Configuration

Mbytes/second

MIPS-Relative
Speed

M2000 RISC/os 4.0

15.6

0.45

8800 Ultrix 3.0

10.5

1.02

Sun4 SunOS 4.0

7.5

0.48

Sun4 Sprite

6.8

0.37

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1

4.8

0.21

DS3100 Sprite

4.4

0.16

Sun3 Sprite

3.7

1.0

Sun3 SunOS 3.5

3.1

1.0

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0

2.3

1.48

Table 6: Bandwidth of reading from the file cache

9. Modified Andrew Benchmark
This is the one large-scale benchmark that I ran. It is a modified version of the Andrew
benchmark developed by M. Satyanarayanan for measuring the performance of the Andrew file
system [1]. The benchmark operates by copying a directory hierarchy containing the source
code for a program, stat-ing every file in the new hierarchy, reading the contents of every copied
file, and finally compiling the code in the copied hierarchy. In order to make the results comparable between different machines, I modified the benchmark so that it always uses the same
compiler. In other words, regardless of which machine is executing the benchmark, the compiler
is always the GNU C compiler generating code for a machine called SPUR.
The raw Andrew results are shown in Table 7. The table lists separate times for two different
phases of the benchmark. The ‘‘copy’’ phase consists of everything except the compilation (all
of the file copying and scanning), and the ‘‘compile’’ phase consists of just the compilation.
I ran the benchmark in both local and remote configurations. ‘‘Local’’ means that all the files
accessed by the benchmark were stored on a disk attached to the machine running the
benchmark. ‘‘Remote’’ means that as many files as possible were stored on a server machine
and accessed over the network. In the Sprite and SunOS measurements, ‘‘remote’’ means that
the benchmark was run on a diskless workstation, so absolutely all file accesses were remote.
For the Ultrix measurements, temporary files used during compilation may have been stored locally even for the ‘‘remote’’ measurements. However, all of the files in the directory hierarchy
being copied, and almost all of the program binaries, were stored remotely. For Ultrix and
SunOS, NFS was used for remote accesses. For Sprite, Sprite’s caching network file system was
used (see [2] for details). In each of the remote cases, the server was the same kind of machine
as the client.
Table 8 gives additional ‘‘relative’’ numbers: the MIPS-relative speed for local operation, and
the percentage slow-down experienced when the benchmark ran with a remote disk instead of a
local one. No ‘‘Remote Penalty’’ figures are given for the M2000 and 8800 because I wasn’t
able to benchmark them in a remote configuration.
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Configuration

Copy
(seconds)

Compile
(seconds)

Total
(seconds)

M2000 RISC/os 4.0 Local

13

59

72

DS3100 Sprite Local

22

98

120

DS3100 Sprite Remote

34

93

127

Sun4 Sprite Local

44

128

172

Sun4 SunOS 4.0 Local

46

130

176

Sun4 Sprite Remote

56

128

184

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1 Local

80

133

213

8800 Ultrix 3.0 Local

48

181

229

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1 Remote

115

154

269

Sun4 SunOS 4.0 Remote

108

162

270

Sun3 Sprite Local

52

375

427

Sun3 Sprite Remote

75

364

439

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0 Local

214

1202

1416

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0 Remote

298

1409

1707

Table 7: The modified Andrew benchmark
Configuration

MIPS-Relative
Speed (Local)

Remote Penalty
(%)

M2000 RISC/os 4.O Local

0.53

8800 Ultrix

0.56

Sun3 Sprite

1.0

3

DS3100 Sprite

0.49

6

Sun4 Sprite

0.50

7

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0

0.60

21

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1

0.28

26

Sun4 SunOS 4.0

0.49

53

Table 8: Modified Andrew benchmark, cont’d
There are several interesting results in Tables 7 and 8. First of all, no operating system scaled
to match hardware speedups. Second, Sprite comes out consistently faster than Ultrix or SunOS
for remote access. Sprite shows hardly any performance degradation for remote access, and for
the compilation phase Sprite was faster remote than local (I don’t have a good explanation for
why remote would be faster than local; at first I assumed that it was an experimental anomaly,
but I have seen the effect on several different occasions). In contrast, NFS-based RISC workstations slow down by about 50% relative to local access. It appears to me that the relative penalty
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for using NFS is increasing as machine speeds increase (for example, the MVAX2 slowed down
by only 20% when using NFS instead of a local disk).
The third interesting result of this benchmark is that the DS3100-Ultrix combination is somewhat slower than would have been expected. For example, DS3100-Ultrix-Local is about 70%
slower than DS3100-Sprite-Remote, and DS3100-Ultrix-Remote is not much faster than Sun4SunOS-Remote.

10. Open-Close
I ran two other benchmarks in an attempt to explain the results in Table 7. The first of these is
open-close, a benchmark which repeatedly opens and closes a particular file. The results are
shown in Table 9 for two cases: a name with only a single element, and one with 4 elements. In
the local case, the UNIX derivatives are consistently faster than Sprite. In the remote case Sprite
is faster than SunOS, but slower than Ultrix. In any case, this benchmark cannot explain the
differences in Table 7.
Configuration

‘‘foo’’
(ms)

‘‘/a/b/c/foo’’
(ms)

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1 Local

0.27

0.41

M2000 RISC/os 4.0 Local

0.32

0.83

Sun4 SunOS 4.0 Local

0.34

0.43

8800 Ultrix 3.0 Local

0.45

0.68

DS3100 Sprite Local

0.82

0.97

Sun4 Sprite Local

1.2

1.4

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0 Local

2.9

4.7

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1 Remote

3.8

3.9

DS3100 Sprite Remote

4.3

4.4

Sun3 Sprite Local

4.3

5.2

Sun4 Sprite Remote

6.1

6.4

Sun3 Sprite Remote

12.8

16.3

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0 Remote

36.0

36.9

Table 9: Time to open and close a file

11. Create-Delete
The last benchmark was perhaps the most interesting in terms of identifying differences between operating systems. It also helps to explain the results in Table 7. This benchmark simulates the creation, use, and deletion of a temporary file. It opens a file, writes some amount of
data to the file, closes the file, then opens the file for reading, reads the data, closes the file, and
finally deletes the file. I tried three different amounts of data: none, 10 kbytes, and 100 kbytes.
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Table 10 gives the total time to create, use, and delete the file in each of several
hardware/operating system configurations.
Configuration

No data
(ms)

10 kbytes
(ms)

100 kbytes
(ms)

DS3100 Sprite Local

17

34

69

Sun4 Sprite Local

18

33

67

DS3100 Sprite Remote

33

34

68

Sun3 Sprite Local

33

47

130

M2000 RISC/os 4.0 Local

33

51

116

Sun4 Sprite Remote

34

50

71

8800 Ultrix 3.0 Local

49

100

294

Sun3 Sprite Remote

61

73

129

Sun4 SunOS 4.0 Local

66

830

940

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1 Local

80

146

548

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0 Local

100

197

841

DS3100 Ultrix 3.1 Remote

116

370

3028

MVAX2 Ultrix 3.0 Remote

295

634

2500

Table 10: Time to create, use, and delete a file
This benchmark highlights a basic difference between Sprite and UNIX derivatives. In Sprite,
short-lived files can be created, used, and deleted without any data ever being written to disk.
Information only goes to disk after it has lived at least 30 seconds. In UNIX and its derivatives,
the file system appears to be much more closely tied to the disk. Even with no data written in the
file, the UNIX derivatives all required 35-100 ms to create and delete the file, regardless of the
performance of the machine. This suggests that the creation and deletion operations are forcing
data to disk and waiting for the disk operations to complete.
The create-delete benchmark also helps to explain the poor performance of DS3100 Ultrix on
the Andrew benchmark. The basic time for creating an empty file is 60% greater in DS3100Ultrix-Local than in 8800-Ultrix-Local, and the time for a 100-kbyte file in DS3100-UltrixRemote is 45 times as long as for DS3100-Sprite-Remote! The poor performance relative to the
8800 may perhaps be due to slower disks (RZ55’s on the DS3100’s); the poor remote performance is probably due to NFS’s writing policy, which requires new data to be written through to
disk when the file is closed. Note that DS3100-Ultrix-Remote achieves a write bandwidth of
only about 30 kbytes/sec. This is almost twice as slow as I measured on the same hardware
running an earlier version of Ultrix (3.0), and also about twice as slow as I have measured
previously on Sun machines running SunOS and NFS.
Lastly, Table 10 exposes some suprising behavior in SunOS 4.0. Note that the time for a file
with no data is 66 ms, but the time for 10 kbytes is 830 ms! This surpised me, so I also tried data
sizes of 2-9 kbytes at 1-kbyte intervals. The SunOS time stayed in the 60-80ms range until the
file size increased from 8 kbytes to 9 kbytes; at this point it jumped up to the 800-ms range.
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12. Conclusions
In almost every benchmark the faster machines ran more slowly than I would have guessed
from raw processor speed. In some cases, like getpid and cswitch, I don’t have a good explanation for the discrepancy (the additional registers in the RISC machines cannot account for the
difference all by themselves, for example). However, some of the benchmarks highlight issues
for both hardware designers and operating systems people to think about.
On the hardware side, memory bandwidth has been allowed to slip relative to processor speed.
If this trend continues, future machines (particularly workstations where cost considerations may
tempt designers to skimp on memory system performance) are likely to be limited in performance by overall memory bandwidth. A fast cache may reduce the need for low-latency main
memory, but it doesn’t eliminate the need for high bandwidth in the main memory.
On the software side, operating system designers need to decouple file system performance
from disk performance. Operating systems derived from UNIX use caches to speed up reads, but
they require synchronous disk I/O for operations that modify files. If this coupling isn’t
eliminated, a large class of file-intensive programs will receive little or no benefit from faster
hardware. Of course, delaying disk writes may result in information loss during crashes; the
challenge for operating system designers is to maintain reliability while decoupling performance.
A final consideration is in the area of network protocols. In my (biased) opinion, the assumptions inherent in NFS (statelessness and write-through-on-close, in particular) represent a fundamental performance limitation. If users are to benefit from faster machines, either NFS must
be scrapped (my first choice), or NFS must be changed to be less synchronous.
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